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Abstract: 

A numerical method has been applied to determine three-dimensional 

temperature distributions in small regions of hexagonal fuel rod 

assemblies with liquid metal cooling. The temperature calculations, 

b*s«d on the finite element method, centered on haat transport from 

the fuel rod surface into the adjacent subchannel and on heat transport 

batveen adjacent subchannels. The study is restricted to analysis of 

steady-state heat transfer in fuel rod assemblies of smooth parallel 

twit for the condition of prescribed heat flux and slug flow. 

Xh« computed temperature profiles arc expressed in terms of Nusselt 

or Stanton numbers and amplitudes of circumferential cladding temperature 

variations as a function of axial distances. 

itt simple geometries like the circular duct* the method is applied to 

calculate the temperature distribution and the axial variation of the 

Kutsalt number for the condition of laminar flow and uniform heat flux. 

Th* flow is hydrodynamically developed. The good agreement between 

numerical and theoretical solutions confirms the validity of the finite 

elament method. 

Ttt« results obtained for fuel rod assemblies are compared wich available 

experimental and theoretical predictions. It is found that the 

contribution of turbulence to intersubchannel heat transport in sodium 

•quilt that due to conduction. 

The novel feature of the method applied to convective heat transfer 

problems is the computation of detailed three-dimensional coolant 

temperature fields in large regions of fuel rod assemblies. 
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'<W 
CTIOX 

Ma%is report deals with predictions of three-dimensicnal teaperature 

calculations in small regions of hexagonal fast reactor fuel rod 

«•scssblies cooled by a flow of liquid metal. 

Th« study is based on slug flow through smooth rod assemblies vith 

fjsjuilateral triangular spacing. Slug flow approach has special relevance 

%m rod bundle heat transfer for liquid metals in turbulent flow. This 

•my be explained by the fact that turbulent flow heat transfer Bay be 

described in terms of conduction only, provided the Peclet number is 

relatively small (Pe « 500). 

In the past a number of approximate methods have been used for cccputaticn 

of heat transfer in rod bundles. The first method applies the so-called 

"•qui va lent annul us" model for predicting N'usselt numbers. This model 

iüplicitly assumes that at all points in the elemental coolant area, 

the transverse flow of heat is entirely in the radial direction, which 

«•ana there is no circumferential variation of the surface temperature 

•f the rod. 

Per such a model» and for slug flow, the following relation can be 

dmrivcd (see Appendix I). 

fli» ) . 8ly " l> (I) 
" ' a 4y*lny - (y2 - l)(3y2 - I) 

«hare (Nu } is the slug flow Nusselt number and y the ratio of 
s e »a 

outer to inner radii of the equivalent annulus respectively. 

Ut view of the circumferential temperature variations of a rod 

encountered in assemblies, this model is only valid for vide «pacings. 

A second method known at "subchannel analysis" is a lumped parameter 

method which involves the division of the bundle flow area into a 

number of parallel subchannels in which thermal and hydraulic coolant 

conditions are characterised by bulk average values. 

Hydraulic and thermal interactions between adjacent subchannels are 

described in terns of a single transport coefficient, the mixing 

coefficient. The subchannel analysis gives only a global knowledge of 

re4 bundle coolant heat transfer. The principal objection to be made 

against this method is thet it assumes the mixing coefficient to be 

independent of thermal boundary conditions. 
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Finite difference» procedures have been Applied in the past by a number 

•f investif«tors [4»S,6J for solving three-dimensional heat transfer 

problems of saooth roil assemblies. Usually, attention is focussad on 

malt coolant regions: those vithin a single subchannel of the interior 

bundle region, and those around a fuel adjacent to the flow duct wall. 

In this paper the finite e lestent method is applied to determine 

three-dimensional coolant temperature profile» in a regular rod array 

with slug flow, 

the main features of the present method arc outlined hereafter. 
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I. COBgtITATlOSLAt PROCEDURE 

l.l Variational Equation 

A variational method is applied Co analyse steady state Heat convection 

problem». This variational Method is used primarily to develop 

approximate solutions when complicated geometries are involved and one 

is consequently forced to accept something les* than an exact so

lution» 

Considering an incompressible fluid with temperature independent 

properties, the governing differencial equation of heat balance reads: 

acSi • o c u i - • _-L . Q ° . o (2) 
at i»x. ?». 

l i 

where 0 and c reprensent density and specific heat of Che fluid; u. and 

q. denote the components in the x. direction of convective and contact 

transport vectors respectively; while Q is the volumetric heat generation. 

throughout this paper, indecial notation is used and the usual summation 

convention is employed for repeated indices. 

At the whole surface of the fluid region A. the folioving two kinds of 

boundary conditions have been considered: 

s - e ° on A 

o q .n . • - q . n . on Aq 

where A * A • Aq 

V (3) 

It has been shown | l .2J that differential Eq (2) wich the boundary 

conditions Eq (3) i s equivalent to the variational condi t ion: 

- / / f i p c S • C C U . | ~ • - - i - Q° HWV - J f ( e - e°)Ó9dA - J / ( q . n . • qJn.lcQdA - 0 

(i) 

where the quantities óe -ire differential variations of the temperature 

distribution 9 which are restricted by the requirement: 

60 - 0 on A9 

Eq (4) may be rewritten as: 
. . ?q. 

it - ƒƒƒ(«» • p c u j g - • « r - Q°XMV - / / { q , n . • qV}46dA - 0 (5) 
V l **i **£ A* * * l 
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Applying Gauss' divergence theorem tc reduce the order of the 

derivatives and substituting Fourier's lav of heat conduction for 

linear homogeneous fluid properties the following expression for 

Eq (5) is obtained: 

$P " ƒƒƒ<* P - <S< f 2- > - <Q° - Pee - pcu, ~ - )58}dV - JJq?n.66dA * 0 
v *xi **i x *xi Aq

 l x 

where ,\ represents the coefficient of heat conduction. The integral 

F is known as the functional for the problem of convective heat transfer. 

For the purpose of expressing the variation of functional P (Eq (6)) 

in terms of a finite number of unknows, the flow region to be analysed 

is divided into small subregions called finite elements in which the 

temperature field is approximated. The application of this temperature 

field is achieved by expressing the continuous temperature function in 

terms of temperature values at nodal points. 

Since the coolant passages in scooth rod assemblies can be represented 

by a combination of different finite elements» use has been made of 

linear hexahedra based on elements of Fig. 1. 

Establishing the nodal points at the vertices of each hexahedron, the 

temperature function inside each element can be expressed by the 

following polynomial in r, $ and z, 

•(If*,*) • a, • «2Z + a 3 r * *4* + a 5 z r * a6 r* * a 7 X * * a8* r* ^ 

This may be written as: 

• • < f > {a} (8) 

vhtra < f > represents the spatial temperature distribution and {a} 

(he column vector of coefficients respectively. 

The vector of coefficients {»} has to be expressed in terns of the 

victor of temperature values at the nodal points. This means, the 

temperature function 9 of Eq (8) may be expressed in terms of the 

nodal temperature values as follows: 

9 * < f > [e) {©> m 

Matrix [cj is given in Appendix II for element type • of Fig, 1. 
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the above defined temperature function ensures Che uniqueness and 

continuity of the temperature on the interfaces between adjacent 

elements. 

The vectorial velocity field u within each hexahedron consists of the 

components u.» i - 1,2,3, These components u. of the velocity field are 

defined by means of interpolating polynomials equivalent to the tem

perature function and read: 

«. • < f > {a} (10) 

where < f > denotes the spatial distribution of velocity components 

and (a) the column vector of coefficients 

Expressing this velocity component function in terms of nodal values 

Eq (10) may be rewritten as 

u. - < f > [c] {G.} (II) 

where u- are the values of the velocity components at the vertices 

of the hexahedron and which have to be specified. Similar to the 

temperature function, the velocity function defined by Eq (11) ensures 

continuity of the velocity on the interfaces between elements. 

Restricting ourselves to steady-state heat transfer problems dealing 

with convective heat transport, the governing equations for one 

haxahedrai element are obtained from substitution of both the temperature 

function Q(Eq (9)) and the velocity component function u.(Eq (U)) into 

the expression for the first variation of functional P(Eq (6>). 

Such an operation yields the following relationship: 

6P - pcUS}'[(:]<ƒƒƒ< f >c< f > [c] «!> < | ~ > dv W {5}+ 

v x 

- tfahHci'iii* f >tdv - q0^)'[<!'ƒƒ<f >tdA - ° (12> 
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Since óp vanishes for all variations of the nodal temperature values 

56, the following expression has to equal zero: 

oc^' j / /* f >c< f >M {GV < ^r> dv M t») • 

V i i 

- Q° [C] ̂  ƒ ƒ ƒ < f >CdV - ,°[c]V/< f ^«U - 0 (13) 
V A* 

where V denotes the volume of the hexahedron and A the surface of the 

hexahedron to which the boundary condition of prescribed heat flux 

applies. 

Eq (13) represents a set of eight algebraic equations for the unknown 

nodal temperatures and nay be sunmerized as follows: 

'•[•»](S) • [k]{6} - (r) (14) 

In the above expression [m] is the heat convection matrix» [k] the 

haat conduction matrix, {r} means the prescribed thermal force vector 

and 13; denotes the vector of nodal point temperatures respectively. 

By adopting Eq (J 4) for each type of hexahedron and merging them far 

Che whole coolant region under consideration, one obtains: 

[H]{ê> • [K]{B} - {R} (15) 

the solution of this set of n equations for the n unknown nodal 

temperatures in the vhole region will give the required values of 9 

at the nodes. The computational method discussed has been programmed 

in Fortran IV for a CDC-6600 computer. The computer code involved 

is called TRIP Il2|. 
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2. SITUATIONS CONSIDERED 

To study heat transfer in rod assemblies, considerations are centered 

on (a) the heat transport from the fuel rod surface into the adjacent 

coolant channel and (b) the heat transport between two adjacent sub

channels. 

The bundle sections considered for both cases, representing characteristic 

regions of an infinite triangular rod array, are shown in fig. 2 (a) 

and fig. 3 (a) respectively. The boundaries of the elemental coolant 

flow areas BADC and EFCHIJ in figures 2« and 3a are assumed to be 

adiabatic. At the axial position z • 0 heating starts and for * > 0 

there is a prescribed heat flux q at the boundaries EC and EJ 

respectively. In the axial direction z there is a steady flow with 

a flat velocity profile. Assumptions are: 

- use of I.quid metal coolant (Pr <<1) 

- steady-state heat transfer 

- smooth parallel rods 

- slug flow 

- temperature independent coolant properties 

- axially uniform and cosinusoidal heat flux distribution 

- circumferentially uniform heat flux at the cladding surface. 

An essential part of "he analysis concerns the application of heat 

balances for each of the sections into which the total axial coolant 

region has been divided. 

The coolant sections considered are divided into hexahedral elements 

shown in fig. I; the height of the elements equals the axial length of 

each section. Local energy balances are than set up for «ach of the 

axial coolant sections in tams of fluid temperature values at nodal 

points. 

At the entrance of each section (lower boundary), of course, the 

temperature values of the fluid ara known for all nodal points. This 

boundary condition of prescribed temperatures yields a system of 

linear algebraic equations for the solution of the unknown nodal 
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temperatures at the upper boundary of each section. 

the finite element idealization of the elemental coolant flow area 

in the (r,*) plane is schematically illustrated in figs. 2b and 3b. 

Vith each element j is associated a bulk coolant temperature )., 

defined by: 

•'•' u.gdA 

Cs 

A. 

-J. 
•* 'f u.dA 

i J l 
A. 
J 

«rhere A. is the area of the quadrilateral being the cross-section of 

a hexahedral element. For axial flow and for any quadrilateral 

element Eq (16) can be rewritten as: 

ƒ ƒ tui}
t [D]t<g>t<g> [Dj (ê) dA 

k. 
e. - J. 

3 ƒƒ <8> W &L) dA 
A. 
J 

where (3} denotes the vector of nodal point temperatures of element 

j» known from the solution of Eq (15) and Cu.} are prescribed velocity 

components in axial direction (ial); <g> and [D] represent the spatial 

temperature distribution and inverted "co-ordinates" matrix respectively. 

Matrix [D] is given in Appendix II. 

The bulk value of fluid temperature d. in tba elemental coolant flow 

area nay be expressed by 

m 
. . , t r~ i t t 

j -1 A. 
0, 

I ƒ ƒ {«£> [D]l<g>C<g> [D] {0} dA 

i - A . 

«there n denotes the number of quadrilaterals. 

The average value of 0. of the fluid at the cladding surface is 

obtained by linear interpolation of the nodal temperature values in 

question* 
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In a similar way with each element is also associated a linear heat 

flow vector q!, defined by: 

q[ - 11 q ^ (19) 
A • 

i 

vhere A. is the cross-sectional area of element j perpendicular 

to the x.-axes and q. the component of the heat flux vector in 

x.-direction. According to Fourier's law of heat conduction q. is 

derived trom: 

q. - - f - (20) 
t 

For axial fluid flow and for any quadrilateral element Eq (19) can 

be rewritten as: 

q! - - \\ \ < I*- > [D] {9} dA (21) 
i . ax. L J 

Ai x 

where < r^~ > represents the partial derivative of the temperature 

function ik the (r,$) plane. The total linear heat flow vector Q. in 

the elemental coolant flow area (r,$) may be expressed by 

Q. - I - ƒƒ*< |f- > [D] {§} dA (22) 

where m denotes the number of quadrilaterals. 

With the above quantities available the thermal parameters of interest, 

e.q. Nusselt and Stanton numbers, at a given axial position can be 

determined. The Nusselt number is derived from the relation; 

c 

where d is the equivalent thermal diameter, as usual defined ss 

i* times the flow section divided by the heated perimeter, q° the 

local wall heat flux, Xfi the coefficient of fluid thermal conductivity 

and A0 the bulk temperature difference 0. - 0., 
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fro» the total heat f lov vector Q. the Stanton number in the gap 

tetveen two adjacent subchannels i s determined, applying: 

<*>• - i<p -X*ï»b
 a4 ) 

«here p and c represent density and specific heat of the fluid; u the 

velocity component in axial direction, i(p - d) the width of the gap 

and AG. the bulk temperature difference (6,. - 9. ~) of adjacent sub

channels 1 and 2. 

the circumferential temperature variation is expressed in terms of 

the dimensicnl*ss variable 

- (25) 

q' 

where A6. denotes the difference between local and average cladding 

temperature AG » " - 9, and q' the linear rod power. 
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3. RESULTS ANP CONCLUSIONS 

In view of the numerical method outlined in the preceding sections 

it is of interest to present theoretical results of heat transfer 

in simple geometries. 

The problem considered deals with entrance region heat transfer in 

a circular tube for conditions of laminar flow and boundary condition 

of axially uniform heat flux. 

The temperature of the fluid is uniform over the cross section at the 

point where heat transfer starts» but the velocity profile is already 

fully established and invariant» 

In order to make a comparison between numerical and theoretical 

results, conduction is restricted to the radial direction. 

The computed variation of the Nusselt number in the direction of the 

flor is plotted in fig. 4 and compared with the theoretical values 

from III). 

The Nusselt number at the entrance section is of course infinite but 

rapidly decreases to a limiting value of 4.36. 

The good agreement between numerical and theoretical solutions 

confirms the validity of the finite element method. 

In the following contributions thermal analysis pertaining to 

elementary coolant flow sections as shown in fig*. 2a and 3a are 

presented. 

Axially uniform and cosinusoidal heat flux distributions were 

considered. In the latter case the ratio of extrapolated length to 

heated length is 1.5. All computations were carried out by means of 
5 

the finite element method for the conditions of Re • 10 and slug flow 

of sodium at 500°c with the properties: Pr - .0045, Cp - 1260 J/kg°C, 

o - &30 kg/m3, n *•• .24 • ttf3 Nsec/m2, X - 67 W/m°C. 

Figures 5 and 6 dealing with p/d - 1.1, show the axial variation of 

both Nusselt numbers and amplitudes of circumferential cladding 

temperature variations. The bundle length and outer rod diameter vera 

t m and 6 mm respectively, whereas the range of pitch-to~diameter 

ratios p/d was 1,05 - 1.50. 
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Ine results obtained are compared with the heat transfer calculations 

jprablished by Nijsing e.a. |b|, who computed two-dinensional valocity 

fields and three-dimensioral temperature distributions for conditions 

of turbulent flow. 

For the case of axially uniform heat flux distribution Nuss-clt number 

and circumferential temperature differences have reached their fully 

established values at z*.20 ID corresponding to 100 hydraulic 

diameters fros the inlet. 

It appears that tor Reynolds and Prandtl number* considered here, 

Che turbulent Nusselt numbers (Nu > exceeds those obtained for 
t r.a 

the simplified case of slug flow (Nu ) . This discrepancy has to 

ascribed to turbulent transport properties of the liquid metal flow. 

The circumferential temperature variations of the fluid at cladding 

surface BC and symmetry line AD are expressed in dimensionless form 

and shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 shows the variation of the rod assembly Nusselt number (Nu ) 
s r * m 

with p/d ratio for fully developed heat transfer and compares these 
results with Nusselt number (Nu ) predicted by the equivalent 

s e.a 
annulus assumption Eq. (I). In line with the expectations, the rod 
assembly Nusselt numbers lie always below those pertaining to the 

equivalent annulus. However, at rod spacings corresponding to p/d • 1.3 

the difference is less than 5%. 

Fig. 9, dealing with heat transfer between two adjacent coolant 

channels 1 and 2, shows the axial variation of the subchannel coolant 

bulk temperature differences. The result of fig. 9, pertaining to 

p/d • 1.3 and d • 6.6 mm, is compared with data from Ma lang e.a. [A[, 

who correlated their results for the slug flow approach by the formula: 

7&"nilllJ"n—r- • » - exp ( T ) (26) 
wb\ '\>2}<* ,lS(p/dr uoc 

for p/d « I.I to I 4; d • 6.6 to 7.7 mm and -— - 0,45 to 0,63 cm /sec 
Pc 

within the accuracy of 3%, 

The effect of heat conduction through fuel pins, accounted for by 

ffilang e.a,, on the difference between subchannel coolant bulk 

temperatures is shown in fig. 9 and is observed to be smell. 
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The aforementioned problem has also beer, investigated by Vor.Va :'-t'x , ,.\,o 

computed the effect of turbulent transport properties on the ir.tersub

channel heat transfer. A comparison vith the results given in Fig. 9 

shows, that turbulent flev phenomena are profitable in attenuating 

temperature differences between subchannels. Increasing the coefficient 

of theraal conductivity by a factor of two in the presets slug flow 

analysis, the results obtained are close to the predictions n{ Vanka '•*,. 

Fig. 1Q shows the axial variation of Stanton number at the gap between 

adjacent subchannels for the case 01 axially uniform heat flux 

distribution. It is observed that rather long entrance lengths are needed 

for developing fully established values of slug flow Stanton numbers 

(St ) at the gap. s g 

An idea of the relative importance of turbulenc» and conduction in 

intersubchannel heat transport may be obtained fros fi^. 10, in •. >ic'r. 

the axial variation of turbulent Stanton uwrbar at the zao ',St j 
t 2 

discussed by Venka J9| is given. It was found that the effect of 

turbulence in intersubchannel heat transport could be predicted cr. 

slug flow basis when the coefficient of thermal conductivity is 

increased to about a factor of two. 

The agreement between the results of the present study and data 

available from literature may be considered rather good. Discrepancies 

probably have to be ascribed to the simplifying assumptions of slug 

flow, namely (a) uniform velocity distribution and (.b) neglect of 

turbulence flow phenomena. 

The chief interest of slug flow analysis in this paper is related tc 

the application of the finite element method to convection heat 

transfer problems. Tho present tendency is to obtain numerical 

solutions of the velocity distributions i:i turbulent flows using the 

finite clement method. 

However,the set of equations obtained for the nodal velocities is 

no longer linear, and alternative methods of solution must be adopted. 

The chief attraction of the finite element method include the ease 

with which the size and orientation of elements can be adjusted to 

cattr for region» of high function gradients and arbitrary boundaries 

retpectivaly. Moreover, the imposition of flux boundary conditions 

can be achieved «ova accurately and easily vith the finite clement method. 
i 

i 
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A . i r« - i 

a coeff ic ients 

c thermal d i f ru s iv i ty — 
3 PC 

sptcLti': heat 

J diaceter 

: polynomial distribution for tesperature and velocity 

g polynoaial distribution for temperature and velocity 

L length of channel 

e number of quadrilateral elements 

o- oucvard unit normal to boundary surface 

r. r.ur.ber of unknown temperatures 

P functional 

p pitch 

><. ro^ponent of linear heat flow vector parallel to x. - axes 

volumetric heat generation rate 

c'. prescribed cooponent of heat flux vector parallel to x. - axes 

q- component of heat flux vector parallel to x.-axe» 

r radial co-ordinate 

t tine 

u velocity 

V volume 

x- cartesian co-ordinates 

y ratio of radii 

z co-ordinate 

refers to nodal point value* 

< > row vector 

•. ; column vector 

matrix 

transpose matrix 
. * t 
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1^r££k_s gabois 

p density 

© temperature 

9 temperature derivative with respect to time 

Q° prescribed temperature 

$ angular co-ordinate 

X thermal conductivity 

u dynamic viscosity 

Pimensionlegs_groups 

Su Nusselt number 
c 

(Nu ) Nusselt number for slug flow through equivalent-annulus 

(Ku ) Nusselt number for slug flow through rod assemblies s r«a 

(Ku..} Nusselt number tor turbulent flow through rod assemblies 

Pe Feclet number r̂ fi 

nc Pr Prandtl number -r-

Re Reynolds number •> * 
1 
o 

It Stanton number • •" pcubA0b 

^ O » Stanton number at the gap for slug flow s g 

(5tt) Stanton number at the gap for turbulent ficw 

ÉtfelfiflStf 

ft bulk 

e coolant 

• equivalent 

i referring to Cartesian co-ordinates 

J elements 
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APPENDIX I 

Nusselt numbers for equivalent-annulus model and slug flow. 

For the case of slug flov in a circular tube or annulus, the governing 

differential energy equation for fully developed heat transfer reads 

r S7 (r3r° " T ^ a! (1 " J) 

where the physical properties are considered invariant with temperature. 

For uniform heat flux q in all directions, the energy balance of the 

fluid results in the statement that for constant fluid properties the 

fluid bulk temperature increases linearly in the flow direction. 

This means that the right-hand side of Eq (I-l) becomes a constant which 

will now be represented by the symbol C. 

It boundary conditions 

G * ö at r • r w o 

and 

If " ° at 
(1 - 2) 

holds , the solut ion of Eq ( I - l ) becomes 

a - 3 * Ur2 - x2) • § r* 1„ 1° (i - 3) 
w <• o I ra r 

where r and r are the inner and outer radii of the equivalent-annulus, 

respectively. 

The coolant bulk temperature 3. is defined by: 

r 

ƒ u3rdr 

m 
ƒ urdr 
ro 

For the equivalent-annulus model, and for slug flow Eq (1-4) reduces to 

rm 
2j Ordr 

r m " r o 
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The bulk average temperature difference ( - }, :Vr iMs case 

defined by the equation 
r 
m 

l'\ (.3 - )rdr ; w 
r 

<9 :)fc = _ ^ , ;: . b. 
r - r 
m o 

Subst i tut ion ct £q (1-3) into Eq (,1-b) and i n t e g r a t i o n given t i n 

4 2 2 
r r r 3r - r 
C ( IB , m m O • . ( £w " - } b = 7 h.—i ln T ~ 

r - r o 4 
in o 

The integral energy balance for the equivalent-annuius reads; 

uoc (r~ - r") 4— = 2r q •I - ó 

By introducing 

Eq (1-sj car. be rewritten as 

AC(r - r") « 2r q° (I - Idj 
in o o 

The equivalent diameter is given by 

2(r
m "

 rJ 

end the Nusselt number is, of course, 

q d 

j^Ve.a " >.(9 - ré). w b 

(I - 12) 

S u b s t i t u t i n g Eq ( 1 - 7 ) , (I- iO) and (1-11) into Eq (L-12) g i v e s 

2 2 
ft / I \ 

f H » J - - ^ 7 . • •", , •' _ ( I - H) 
C , a *yHlny - (y - l)(3y* - 1) 

wfitre y * r /r 
m o 



alhcos 4>, alhcos $, -air. -air, blIlCO.S {., bUicos ; j -blr, -blr, 

2ahcos * -2ahcos t, -2ar, 2ar, 2bhcus j., ~2bhcos ; j -Jbr, Jbr, 

-al -al al al -bl -bl bi bl 

2aclcos~ *. 2aclhcos K -2aclr -2aclr. -2bclhcos $,, -2bclhcos $ 2bclr( .'bc Ir. 

-2* 2a 2a -2a -2b 2b 2b -2b 

-2aci -2acl 2acl 2acl 2bcl 2bcl -2bcl -2bc 1 

4achcos~ •. -4achcos $. -4acr. 4acr. -4bchcos * ? 4bchcos <t„ 4bcr. -4bcr, 

-4ac 4ac 4ac -4ac 4bc -4bc -4bc 4bc 

2ahcos~' *j -2ar, 2bhcos~l*2 -2b., 

-2a 2a -2b 2b 

-4*chco»~ •. 4acr. 4bchcos • , 4bcr. 

4ac -4ac -4bc 4bc 

where: a » T- (hcos < l " V 
- I 

b « -7- (hcos 4 :> " V 
- l 

C - ( * , " * 2 > 
- l 
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Fig, I i Three-dimensional hexehedrjlelements in zfr,* space 
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equivalent anmitut 

Fig.2a: Cross section of «n equilateral triangular rod arrangement. 
Cross-hatched area represents ch*el< 
area. 

ratal coolant flow 

t m i l f i U t t f l tltmtnt 

Fig.2b: Finite elaaent idealisation of elcaentsl coolsnt flow srsa ABCDA 
, iii the t,t •!***. 
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Fig. 3a : Cross sec t ion of an e . ju i la te ra l t r i angu la r roe a r ray 

Cross-heated area represent.s the elemental c<v>lant 

flow area 

quadrilateral element» 

Pig, 3b : Finite element idealization of elemental coolant 

flow area EPGH1JE in the (r,<M olane 
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Fig. 4 : Variation of Nusselt number for fully developed laminar velocity profiles in circular 

Cubes with constant heat flux and zero axial heat conduction 
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SLUC FLOW APPROXIMATION 
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Fig, 7 ; Circumerential variations of outer cladding temperature 

and of coolant temperature 
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Fig. 8 : Variation of Nusselt number with p/d ratio 
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